
“ALL ABOUT HINCKLEY”  
STONEWARE CROCKS ORDER FORM 

 
Name:  ___________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _________________________________________________________________                                                                  

Phone: ___________________________________              

Email: ___________________________________   

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to order _____ crock(s) featuring the Dairy Joy Drive-In, $45.00 each. TOTAL COST $______ 

 

You can still purchase Crock #1 and the Set of 3 Crocks! 
 

I would like to order ____ crock(s) featuring the Train & Water Tower, $45.00 each.  TOTAL COST $_____ 

I would like to order _____ set(s) of 3 Crocks, $130.00 a set.   TOTAL COST: $______ 

                                    ( FYI…The Set of 3 Crocks will not be numbered all the same. ) 

 

 

 

 

 

Delivery will be approximately 6-7 weeks from the order date  

of the specific crock. You will receive an email with details for  

picking up your crock(s). (Shipping will be available at an additional fee.) 

 

 

FYI…The company prefers to create ONE style of crocks at a time, so the order forms 

will be available individually for Crock #1, Crock #2 and Crock #3. 

All crocks are numbered as they are made in numeric order, so requested numbers can’t be taken. 

Forms will go out every two months and we will automatically email the next form. 

Thank you for supporting the Hinckley Festival Association and Harvesting Our Future. 

                  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

For additional information please contact Pam Mackey at 815-286-7004,  

815-739-0590 or mackey4575@gmail.com           

Established in 1957, the Dairy Joy has been a Hinckley landmark and destination stop 

for many.  From neighbors to people just passing through... 

to all the sports teams stopping by after a game, the Dairy Joy has been the  

place for fun, food, fellowship and memories! 

If you worked at the Dairy Joy, this is a great piece for you to remember those days! 

The Dairy Joy crock measures approximately 5.5” tall and 4.5” diameter.   

Perfect size for holding pens and pencils, candles, plants or just sitting on the shelf. 

 

 

 

Crock #2 
Dairy Joy Drive-In 

Make checks payable to: Hinckley Festival Association 

Order form & payment are due by May 21st. 

Mail to: Hinckley Festival Association, PO Box 657, Hinckley, IL 60520 
 

mailto:mackey4575@gmail.com

